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Blue Zone
Schools 9
Students logged in 189

Students active 90%

Scientists logged in 30

Scientists active 21

Questions asked 22

Questions approved 18
Answers given 52
Scientist comments 11

Student comments 2
Votes 101
Live chats 13
Lines of live chat 4906

Average lines per chat 377

Key activity figures

The Blue Zone was the first Zone in I’m a 
Scientist: On Demand. It ran for the month of 
September, as schools reopened after the 
COVID-19 lockdown.

This was the first non Stay at Home 
megazone, compared to the previous I’m a 
Scientist zones with only 6 scientists. This 
Zone was quiet, with just over 20% of the 
chat capacity booked. 70% of the scientists 
who created profiles took part. The level of 
engagement by the students logged in was 
similar to the “typical” I’m a Scientist zones.

September 2020

The Blue Zone ran from the 2nd - 25th September. This Zone was the first of the I’m a 
Scientist, On Demand zones. These zones ran throughout the Autumn 2020 term in 
reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic, allowing schools to have flexibility in when and how 
they took part. 

The Blue Zone was a general science zone.

● 30 scientists created profiles in the Zone. 21 of these scientists engaged with 
students in live chats and Ask. 

● Scientists from a broad range of fields and career stages took part. For example, 
Fatma Salahioglu is a Forensic Scientist working in the pharmaceutical industry, 
Ashleigh Barron works as a Laser Technician in Glasgow, and Yueng Lenn is a 
Physics Oceanographer.

● 17 live chats took place took place during the activity. On average, 3 researchers 
attended each live chat session. 

● 18 posted questions were approved and sent to the researchers who responded 
with 52 answers. 

● 189 students from 9 schools all over the UK logged into the Zone.
● 24% of active students were from widening participation schools, and 42% from 

underserved schools
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School activity

We want to increase the participation of under-represented groups going into STEM careers. Find out what we mean by our 
under-served (U) and WP schools (WP), and how you can support us in working with more of these at: 
about.imascientist.org.uk/under-served-and-wp/
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See all the participating scientists: blue20.imascientist.org.uk/scientists/

Scientist activity
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21 scientists were active in the zone, writing 4906 lines of live chat, and providing 52 answers to 
posted questions. 
These graphs show the number of lines written by the 20 scientists who took part in live chats, 
and the number of answers posted by the 12 scientists who answered Ask questions.
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Question themes and example questions

Words used frequently in live chats
by students and scientists

Why can 
diamonds break 
bullet proof 
glass?

Do you have any 
recommended reads about 
nuclear physics?

Popular topics

What is the most toxic 
thing you have worked 
with?

What 
inspired you 
to do the 
work that 
you do?

If all the ice in the 
world melts 
how much land 
will end under 
water?
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If you could 
be any animal 
what would 
you be?
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Examples of good engagement
Students discussed careers with the scientists, from the positive steps that they can 
take to encourage engagement within their schools themselves, to the flexibility of 
qualifications required to be a scientist. 

In this conversation, a student had said they were unsure whether she would be able 
to pursue a career in science with her grades. The scientists were all very 
encouraging and explained that their career paths were made up of different 
subjects, which was clearly appreciated by the student:
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Scientists of the Week
Students voted each week for their favourite scientist to be named Scientist of the 
Week.

The 3 Scientists of the Week were Josh Wolstenholme, Emma Thorpe, and Fatma 
Salahioglu. The overall winner in this zone was Josh Wolstenholme.

The scientists also supported the students interest in science, and advice on how to 
further the students scientific interests, such as in this discussion about starting a 
science club at school:
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Feedback from the Blue Zone

“The I’m a Scientist sessions have 
provided me with the opportunity to 
discuss my work in a way that I haven’t 
really done before … If there is anyone 
out there who is thinking about 
participating in I’m a Scientist, do not 
hesitate. It is an absolutely amazing 
experience, and gives you time to step 
back, and to think about the 
fundamentals.” 

 Blue Zone Winner, Josh 
Wolstenholme
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“I think this would have been amazing when 
I was in school.”

Georgie Brittain, IASUK scientist

“I have been doing outreach for 
over 10 years now, and finding 
more difficult to get the time to do 
it in my current job, so this has 
been great.”

Ashleigh Barron, IASUK scientist

“They really enjoyed it! It 
was a great session as 
well. The children were 
so engaged and they 
really enjoyed talking to 
real life scientists.”

Teacher
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